
AVRORA

We’ve made making money on 

cryptocurrency easy and fun!

Presentation edition of October 18, 2022

Play-to-Earn



install the "Avrora" game App, 


link your NFT-generator, 


and earn every second!

AVRORA
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https://apps.apple.com/ru/app/avrora/id1603259296
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.avrora_token.avrora


OUR GOAL To create an entire metaverse with its own 
economy and cryptocurrency mining!

Our team has extensive experience in the cryptocurrency industry. We analyzed many 
projects on the crypto market today, analyzed their mistakes and took only the best practices: 
we reduced the total number of our tokens and the circulation of our NFTs, making the 
game interesting, exciting and evolving step by step! 



Avrora is a new spin on the gaming industry! We're creating an online strategy game that will 
eventually evolve into a full-fledged metaverse! 



The game is interesting even to those who have never been interested in the gaming 
industry thanks to its simplicity of making money. And due to the well-established 
implemented mechanics, the game will be interesting to experienced gamers.

Once the game community is formed, the world will see our main creation: the metaverse!

The development strategy for the metaverse includes: 

the use of blockchain technology (Web 3.0); 



the use of previously purchased NFT generators; 



making alliances with other players; 



building power plants; 



extraction of minerals; 



earn real money.


AVRORA
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Born on August 6, 1993, Parson Estate, Petit Paris, Seychelles. 

Studied Business and Sustainable Development at Liniversite Sesel, 
University of Seychelles, UniSey. In business since the age of 18. 

Has a great expertise in IT development.




Mr. Ian Chris Julio Esther

OUR TEAM

Philip Hoaro

Alexander Trubnikov

Avrora CEO

Chief IT Officer

Avrora's official representative in the Russian Federation

Born on December 24, 1989. 


Engaged in business since the age of 19.


Born July 9, 1986.


Graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

Department of Computer Science. 


Started programming at 15.


Co-founder of Capsule Studio project: 
developing branded NFT clothing for 
metaverse avatars.

AVRORA

Co-founder of DAO Go Green, Clean-to-Earn, a 
decentralized autonomous environment care 
organization.

DAO Go Green Project :Presentation

Capsule Studio Project:

VegTaste Project:

Co-founder of the Black'n'White project: 
blockchain-based mind games.

Black'n'White Project: Presentation

Founder of the VegTaste vegan and raw food 

delivery network.
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https://t.me/capsulestudio_community
https://t.me/capsulestudio_shop
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcE_0tH5fU0o4uE8G3-eF0521PxhsYt/view
https://t.me/daogogreen
https://t.me/daogogreen_announcements
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y-q7o5B8z9tHpPrmjm7JZ2Ca22NDwopI/view
https://blackw.online/
http://daogogreen.com
https://blackw.online/
https://vegtaste.ru
https://t.me/blacknwhite_chat
https://t.me/BlackwOnline


With the proceeds from the sale of NFT generators we will purchase bitcoin (BTC) mining 

equipment.



Our goal is to create one of the largest mining farms in Russia! This will give the owners of Level 15 NFT 

generators the opportunity to earn bitcoins almost indefinitely. At the current rate of mining, the last 

BTC will only be mined in 120 years! This idea allows every user to recoup their investment and earn 

money, which is important for us.



Usually, the first users joined at the early stages of project development get the biggest earnings, and 

those who enter projects later recoup their investment longer. Therefore, at each new stage of project 

development, we will give new users bonuses from new products. We will be giving purchasers, 

starting with the #30,001 NFT generator, plots of land in the Avrora metaverse. Each of these plots will 

have real value.



Thus, you will have both an NFT generator and a plot of land in the metaverse - a double benefit! 


Having both an NFT-generator and a plot of land in the metaverse, you could mine a MetaAVR token. 

And if your NFT generator is leveled up to the 15th level, you will also be able to mine BTC. In the Avrora 

metaverse, you will be able to rent your NFT generators and plots of land out. Eventually, you'll get a 

passive income, even without playing the game.



To solve any disputes, we have created a "Book of Complaints", thanks to which we can hear 

everyone and adjust the development of the project.


 


We have also created a "Book of Appreciation and Wishes"!
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DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS



A DAO is a fully automated business structure 

that is managed by all of its members rather 

than a single headquarters of top executives.

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAO) have become the gold standard 

for projects seeking to create self-sufficient apps and services in the blockchain 

industry.



We stand by the philosophy of decentralization. Therefore, one of our goals is to 

create a DAO within which anyone can influence the development of the project.


Every NFT generator holder will be able to make any suggestions about the 

further development of the project and take part in votes.

Decentralized 

Autonomous 

Organization
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Gas refilling

Withdrawal and resale

AVRORA

You can withdraw your NFT generator from the app. Withdrawal time is 30 days. Before 

withdrawing the NFT generator you need to fill it up, pay the depreciation and wear and 

tear fee. The fee for selling/reselling the NFT generator on the Marketplace is 6%.

NFT generators need to be manually refilled with gas every 48 hours. The price of refilling 

with gas: 4% of the tokens generated by your NFT generator.



Only regular refilling of the NFT-generator will ensure its uninterrupted operation 

and token generation!

NFT generators

Purchase of 


NFT generators

withdrawal of funds Maintenance

Profit

From our marketplace, you can buy 


NFT generators that will generate AVR 

tokens for you.

New game mechanics will constantly 

be added to our mobile game app: 

maintenance, oil refueling, etc.

Profits from NFT generators are 

credited to your balance in the app 

on a daily basis.  

 Your referral bonuses are also 

credited there.

Withdrawal can be made on a daily basis 

from the trading balance.



NFT generator resale

Pay for the depreciation of your NFT generator, 


paying 10% / 30% / 50% / 70% / 90% depending on how long the NFT 

generator has been running:


If you want to withdraw your NFT generator, you will need to pay 

for its depreciation. 



If you do not plan to withdraw your NFT generator, you do not have 

to pay a depreciation fee.


1-3 months: 10% depreciation fee; 


Months 3-6: 30% depreciation fee; 


Months 6-9: 50% depreciation fee; 


Months 9-12: 70% depreciation fee; 


More than 12 months: 90% depreciation fee. 


After that, the % does not increase.


Every user can try the NFT generator for free during 3 days 


using the special promo code received from the Telegram bot, the link 

to which you can request from your inviter.

AVRORA
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Upgrading 

NFT generators 

Maintenance 

of NFT generators 

When you level an NFT generator 

up (buying additional parts), its 

price increases. 



If you upgraded your NFT 

generator, you will be able to sell it 

at a higher price.

The mechanics of the game will become progressively 

more complex: you will need to fill up the oil regularly, 

undergo the maintenance, and so on.

After installing an additional part, the NFT generator will start to generate a higher number 

of AVR tokens. All the additional parts are installed on the NFT generator in order of priority, 

without any skips: first part #1, then part #2, and so on.

For the first year after the purchase of an NFT generator, maintenance will be done at 

Avrora's expense. From the second year onwards, it will be fee-based. 


The maintenance will have to be done once a month. 


The NFT-generator operation will be suspended for the duration of the maintenance:








96 hours is the maximum time of maintenance, which will not be increased further. 








1st maintenance takes   3hrs 


2nd maintenance takes 6hrs 


3rd maintenance takes  12hrs 


4th maintenance takes  24hrs 


5th maintenance takes  48hrs  


6th maintenance takes  96hrs 

AVRORA
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AVRORA

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 126.5 AVR per month

Basic version 

first batch: 

total issue: 

10,000 pcs.


33,500 pcs.

Price:

Complete version (with all upgrades),

110 AVR 

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 22 AVR per month

NFT-Turbogenerator 110 Standart 20SV
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Additional parts for NFT-Turbogenerator 110 Standart 20SV

Radiator 83CE 6,09 AVR

PRICE, +10% fee ADDS PER MONTH installation 

time

6,90 AVR

8,12 AVR

10,15 AVR

16,24 AVR

20,30 AVR

23,55 AVR

24,36 AVR

28,42 AVR

36,54 AVR

38,57 AVR

40,60 AVR

44,66 AVR

48,72 AVR

52,78 AVR

+ 1,57 AVR

+ 1,78 AVR

+ 2,09 AVR

+ 2,61 AVR

+ 4,18 AVR

+ 5,22 AVR

+ 6,06 AVR

+ 6,20 AVR

+ 7,30 AVR

+ 9,40 AVR

+ 9,92 AVR

+ 10,45 AVR

+ 11,50 AVR

+ 12,54 AVR

+ 13,68 AVR

1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days

5 days

6 days

7 days

8 days

9 days

10 days

11 days

12 days

13 days

14 days

15 days

Battery charger EG18OR81

Vortex impeller 9LX

Vortex impeller 6ZU

Vent nipple connector R7EE

Pneumatic cylinder Y78D0

Adapter sleeve L8H4L0

Transducer H7D9LO

Coaxial adapter J9D6L3

Adapters 1E56

Gas line corrugated K4D8

Signal sensor lights

Plugs ET65

Gear wheel D2

Ring D8D

11



AVRORA

NFT-Turbogenerator 550 Uncommon GS1000-2R

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 115 AVR per month.

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 264 AVR per month.

Basic version Complete version (with all upgrades),

first batch: 

total issue: 

2 000 pcs.


10 000 pcs. 

Price:

550 AVR 

12
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Additional parts for NFT-Turbogenerator 550 Uncommon GS1000-2R

Spiral disc I4FR   7,60 AVR

PRICE, +10% fee ADDS PER MONTH installation 

time

8,62 AVR

10,10 AVR

12,70 AVR

20,30 AVR

25,30 AVR

29,40 AVR

30,45 AVR

35,50 AVR

45,60 AVR

48,61 AVR

50,72 AVR

55,80 AVR

60,90 AVR

65,90 AVR

+ 2,23 AVR

+ 2,53 AVR

+ 2,98 AVR

+ 3,72 AVR

+ 5,96 AVR

+ 7,47 AVR

+ 8,64 AVR

+ 8,94 AVR

+ 10,43 AVR

+ 13,41 AVR

+ 14,15 AVR

+ 14,90 AVR

+ 16,39 AVR

+ 17,88 AVR

+ 19,37 AVR

Bearing O83   

Diffuser POG78   

Toroidal magnet P4   

1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days

5 days

6 days

7 days

8 days

9 days

10 days

11 days

12 days

13 days

14 days

15 days

Fan impeller T12   

Flywheel impeller O94   

Flange F1   

Compressor OE1   

Compressor OE2   

Bearing 67EI   

Flange F2   

Bearing ET87   

Discs LGO-1   

Cooling system IU76   

Tubing O9K2



AVRORA

NFT-Turbogenerator 1100 Rare G-180-M 

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 240 AVR per month.

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 1375 AVR per month.

Basic version Complete version (with all upgrades),

Price:

1 100 AVR 
first batch: 

total issue: 

1 000 pcs.


5 000 pcs.
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Additional parts for NFT-Turbogenerator 1100 Rare G-180-M  

Magnetic extender M5I   60,90 AVR

PRICE, +10% fee ADDS PER MONTH installation 

time

69,02 AVR

81,20 AVR

101,50 AVR

162,40 AVR

203,00 AVR

235,48 AVR

243,60 AVR

284,20 AVR

365,40 AVR

385,70 AVR

406,00 AVR

446,60 AVR

487,20 AVR

527,80 AVR

+ 17,02 AVR

+ 19,29 AVR

+ 22,70 AVR

+ 28,37 AVR

+ 45,40 AVR

+ 56,75 AVR

+ 65,83 AVR

+ 68,10 AVR

+ 79,45 AVR

+ 102,15 AVR

+ 107,82  AVR

+ 113,50 AVR

+ 124,85 AVR

+ 136,22 AVR

+ 147,55 AVR

Afterburner LD34   

1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days

5 days

6 days

7 days

8 days

9 days

10 days

11 days

12 days

13 days

14 days

15 days

Centrifugal coupling KU-78   

Thrust bearing washer R1   

Axial fan TA1   

Fans D68   

Inhibitor H-48   

Axial fan TA2   

Vortex impeller Jf9   

Terminal block UY7   

Pump chamber   

Retainer R309   

Power supply unit   

Cable R2   

Axial fan ta3



AVRORA

NFT-Turbogenerator 5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 1250 AVR per month.

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 2850 AVR per month.

Basic version Complete version (with all upgrades),

first batch: 

total issue: 

200 pcs.


1 000 pcs.

Price:

5 500 AVR 
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Additional parts for NFT-Turbogenerator 5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z  
PRICE, +10% fee ADDS PER MONTH installation 


time

Speed Shaft   76,12 AVR

86,27 AVR

101,50 AVR

126,87 AVR

203,00 AVR

253,75 AVR

294,35 AVR

304,50 AVR

355,25 AVR

456,75 AVR

482,12 AVR

507,50 AVR

558,25 AVR

609,02 AVR

659,75 AVR

+ 24,15 AVR 1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days

5 days

6 days

7 days

8 days

9 days

10 days

11 days

12 days

13 days

14 days

15 days

+ 27,37 AVR

+ 32,20 AVR

+ 40,25 AVR

+ 64,40 AVR

+ 80,50 AVR

+ 93,38 AVR

+ 96,60 AVR

+ 112,70 AVR

+ 144,90 AVR

+ 152,95  AVR

+ 161,00 AVR

+ 177,10 AVR

+ 193,20 AVR

+ 209,30 AVR

Coupling sleeve   

Coupling Gear   

Cable R4   

Gearbox H-74   

Extendable plug   

Shaft DF8   

Fan D91   

Fan D92   

Fan D93   

Power Supply Unit   

Pull out board OD-1   

Cable R13   

Cable R100   

Built-in amplifier T43



AVRORA

NFT-Turbogenerator 11000 Legendary R-Turbo-10 

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 2600 AVR per month.

if all conditions of the game are met, it 
generates up to 14850 AVR per month.

Basic version Complete version (with all upgrades),

first batch: 

total issue: 

100 pcs.


500 pcs.

Price:

11 000 AVR 
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Additional parts for NFT-Turbogenerator 11000 Legendary R-Turbo-10 

PRICE, +10% fee ADDS PER MONTH installation 

time

Support roller HD8   609,00 AVR

690,20 AVR

812,00 AVR

1015,00 AVR

1624,00 AVR

2030, AVR

2354,80 AVR

2436,00 AVR

2842,00 AVR

3654,00 AVR

3857,00 AVR

4060,00 AVR

4466,00 AVR

4872,00 AVR

5278,00 AVR

+ 183,75 AVR 1 day

2 days

3 days

4 days

5 days

6 days

7 days

8 days

9 days

10 days

11 days

12 days

13 days

14 days

15 days

+ 208,25 AVR

+ 245,00 AVR

+ 306,25 AVR

+ 490, AVR

+ 612,50 AVR

+ 710,50 AVR

+ 735,00 AVR

+ 857,50 AVR

+ 1102,50 AVR

+ 1163,75 AVR

+ 1225,00 AVR

+ 1347,50 AVR

+ 1470,00 AVR

+ 1592,50 AVR

Fan 3DDF   

Pump GD8   

Mechanical connectors  

Inlet manifold DI43   

Pressure regulator D7   

Chain drive   

Steel radiator   

Electric actuator D83   

Power supply units J6   

Nipple 3H   

Cable R13   

Cable R87   

Cable R101   

Power supply unit P33



AVRORA

 NFT generators tokenomics

initial emission and final supply of NFT generators

10 000

2 000

1 000 

200 

100 

110

550

1 100

5 500

11 000

NFT-Turbogenerator 550 Uncommon GS1000-2R

NFT-Turbogenerator 1100 Rare G-180-M

NFT-Turbogenerator 5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z

NFT-Turbogenerator 11000 Legendary R-Turbo-10

NFT generators are created on the Binance Smart Chain 


(BSC) BEP-721 network.  

Initial emission: 13,300 NFT generators. 

Final supply: 50,000 NFT generators.


NFT generators are created on the Binance Smart Chain 


(BSC) BEP-721 network.  

Initial emission: 13,300 NFT generators. 

Final supply: 50,000 NFT generators.


Initial emission Final supplyPRICE
NFT-Turbogenerator

33 500

10 000

5 000 

1 000 

500 

NFT-Turbogenerator 110 Standart 20SV
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To avoid hyperinflation of the AVR token:

NFT generators tokenomics

Once the Avrora metaverse is launched, these 50,000 NFT generators will 

generate MetaAVR tokens. 



To generate MetaAVR tokens, the user will need to have a purchased or leased 

land plot in the Avrora metaverse. 



If you don't want to buy or rent land in the Avrora metaverse, you can sell or 

rent out your NFT generator. 



If you have upgraded your NFT generator to the 15th level, regardless of 

whether you have a plot of land, you can participate in the distribution of 

mining profits and receive bitcoins (BTC).


Once 20,000 NFT generators are sold, their performance will be reduced by 

5%.




Once 30,000 NFT generators are sold, their performance will decrease by 

another 5%.




Once 40,000 NFT generators are sold, their performance will be reduced by 

another 5%.




When 50,000 NFT generators are sold, their performance will be reduced 

by another 5%. This will be the last capacity reduction.


AVRORA
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The NFT generator is warranted for 1 year. The performance of the NFT 

generator will be as stated, except for the rules prescribed in 

tokenomics.

WARRANTY

After 1 year of operation, the number of tokens generated decreases.

LENGTH OF LIFE

For every NFTgenerator bought starting from #30,001 we will gift land 

plots in the Avrora metaverse equal to purchased NFT generators 

value.

GIFT

Owners of NFT generators will be a priority after the launch of the 

metaverse. Buyers of land will be able to rent NFT generators from 

the owners.

PRIORITY
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Planned number of land is limited to 50,000 plots of different prices. 

There will be expensive plots with "meta-gas" and "meta-oil" fossils. 

30,000 plots will be offered for sale at the same time in the "quick 

hands" format: FCFS - "First Come - First Served".

The initial number of participants will only be 50,000! We can 

increase the number of possible participants by 30,000 users. We 

plan to give 20,000 plots to owners of NFT generators, starting 

with #30,001.

Land in the metaverse can be rented out to install your NFT 

generators on it. NFT generators can be rented out for passive 

income.

LAND PLOTS

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

RENT



BTC mining

Our goal is to organize mining farms using the proceeds. 

With the proceeds from the sale of NFT generators, Avrora will buy 

bitcoin (BTC) mining equipment. 



All owners who upgraded their NFT generator up to level 15 will be able 

to receive not only AVR, but also bitcoins (BTC). 



Bitcoins will be distributed according to a certain algorithm among the 

owners of NFT generators upgraded to level 15.


AVRORA
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The work of the mining farms will be broadcasted on the official 
Avrora website 24 hours a day, 7 days a week online. 

Profit from the mining farms, after deducting the costs of rent, taxes, 
electricity, etc., will be distributed as follows:

 40% to the owners, proportionally to the price of their level 15 NFT 
generators;

 40% to Avrora; 
 20% - will be reserved for the purchase of mining equipment, etc. 


To reach the 15th level, it takes about 4 months per NFT generator

 an additional part of level 1 is installed within 1 day
 an additional part of level 2 is installed in 2 days
 an additional part of level 15 is installed in 15 days. 

The total number of bitcoins that can be mined is 21 million. 18.6 million BTC, 
almost 90%, have been already mined. There is just over 10% or about 2.2 million 
BTC left to mine. At the current mining rate, the last BTC will be mined in about 
120 years! 



As the years go by, the price of BTC, considering the periods of falling in the bear 
market and the periods of its growth in the bull market, will only grow. Even 
though bitcoin mining becomes more and more difficult with time, due to its 
price growth, mining remains a promising and stable direction to maintain 
the project.




AVRORA
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Bitcoins, received from mining, are credited to users daily, their amount can be 

seen at any time in the account. 



At the same time, payments are made once a month. 

profit allocation


The amount of profit received from mining is divided by the total number of 
efficiency units of all owners of NFT generators. 



1 unit of efficiency (UE) = 100 AVR. 

An efficiency unit can only be a whole number, decimals are cut off. 



For example, if the sum of all Level 15 NFT generators is 1,000,000 AVR, this 
equals 10,000 units of efficiency (UE). 



Dividing the amount of mining profit by the number of efficiency units in 
the reporting period, we get the efficiency coefficient (EC). 



Multiplying the number of efficiency units (UE) by the efficiency coefficient 
(EC) we obtain the amount of profit from mining

AVRORA



11% Team and consultants   5 500 000 AVR

5% LIQUIDITY   2 500 000 AVR

9% Marketing   4 500 000 AVR

69% Р2E  34 500 000 AVR

6% RESERVE   3 000 000 AVR

AVR Tokenomics

AVR

AVR tokens distribution

AVR token is developed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) BEP-20 

network. 



Supply is limited to 50,000,000 AVR tokens.


After all AVR tokens are mined, we will introduce additional mechanics into the game:


• Launch of the Avrora metaverse, where you could mine MetaAVR, MetaGAS, MetaOIL 

tokens;


• Mined bitcoins (BTC) allocation.

At the initial stage, the price of 1 AVR = $1. After the AVR token is listed on exchanges, 

its price may move either way.

AVRORA
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referral program

It is not necessary to have an NFT generator to get the referral bonus: all you need is 

to sign up for an account in the Avrora mobile app. 


You will immediately have the opportunity to earn from your sales: 

Line I - 5%; 


Line II - 2%.


9% of tokens from sales of Avrora* goods and services are 

distributed through the marketing referral program. 

*1% of tokens from sales of goods and services go to Avrora.

NFT-Turbogenerator 110 Standart 20SV 

gives you the opportunity to receive bonuses on Lines 1 and 2. 

NFT-Turbogenerator 550 Uncommon GS1000-2R 

 gives you the opportunity to receive bonuses on Lines 1 and 2. 

NFT-Turbogenerator 1100 Rare G-180-M

gives the opportunity to receive bonuses from Lines 1-6. 

NFT-Turbogenerator 5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z

gives the possibility to get bonuses from Lines 1-8. 

NFT-Turbogenerator 5500 Legendary R-Turbo-10

gives the opportunity to receive bonuses from all 9 Lines.

AVRORA
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5% 1from purchases of the level              5%

2% 2 from purchases of the level             

1% 3from purchases of the level             

0,5% 4 from purchases of the level       

0,2% 5 from purchases of the level        

0,1% 6  from purchases of the level        

0,1% 7 from purchases of the level        

0,05% from purchases of the level     8

0,05% from purchases of the level    910 000

 5 000

avr 

avr 

 5 000 avr 

 1 000 avr 

 1 000 avr 

   500 avr 

   500 avr 

   100 avr 

   100 avr 

 110 Standart 20SV

 110 Standart 20SV

NFT-TURBOGENERATOR         FROM WHAT AMOUNT       % OF MONEY

marketing plan

550 Uncommon GS1000-2R

550 Uncommon GS1000-2R

1100 Rare G-180-M

1100 Rare G-180-M

5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z

5500 Epic R-Turbo-Z

11000 Legendary R-Turbo-10

AVRORA
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MetaAVR token and BTC mining

With the end of the mining of 50,000,000 AVR in the Avrora metaverse, a new stage begins: 


the MetaAVR token comes into play.

The launch of the MetaAVR token will be designed based on the AVR token experience. Users 

who don't have an NFT generator, but have a piece of land in the Avrora metaverse, will be able 

to team up with those who have NFT generators.

To mine MetaAVR token, you need not only an NFT generator, but also a piece of land. You 

have to place a power plant on that plot of land, where the NFT generator will work. The land 

can be bought or rented.

NFT generators can be rented out.

You can rent your NFT generator to the owner of a land plot and get a passive income, even 

without logging into the game every day!

29

If you want to mine AVR token or MetaAVR token together with BTC, you have to get your 

generators upgraded to level 15.



 Development of the App. 

 Website development. 

 Tokenomics development.


 Creation of limited edition NFT generators. 

 Implementation of mechanics for upgrading NFT generators. 

 Implementation of AVR token burning with each user's purchase of additional parts to 

prevent hyperinflation.


 Airdprop. 

 Launch of mobile version of the App. 

 Official launch of the project. 

 International promo campaigns. 

 Gradual organization of mining farms and introduction of online broadcasting options.


 Creation of a p2p marketplace. 

 Development of own marketplace. 

 Implementation of the engines withdrawal to the marketplace. 

 Creation of an exclusive collection of engines. 

 AVR token listing on DEX exchanges. 

 Creation of a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO).


 Release of MetaAVR tokenomics. 

 Airdrop for existing and new members.


 Expansion of mining farms. 

 Opening of metaverse land plots sale. 

 Launch of the metaverse. 

 Development of mining heating equipment.


 Release of a collection of limited edition NFT generators. 

 Opening another location for bitcoin mining.


 Listing of MetaAVR token on exchanges. 

 Introduction of MetaOIL and MetaGAS internal tokens into the metaverse.


 Bringing the number of running mining farms to 1,000 units.

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Q4 2023
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AVRORA

JOIN US NOW!

Designed by: Xenia Vorx.

HOME SITE MARKETPLACE TRAINING PORTAL

AVRORA
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https://t.me/xeniavorx
https://t.me/Avrora_official_chat
https://t.me/avroralatino
https://t.me/Avrora_ENG_chat
https://t.me/Avrora_ann
https://t.me/Avrora_ann_ENG
https://t.me/avrora_official_bot?start=a7f92008
https://avrora-education.com/
https://apps.apple.com/ru/app/avrora/id1603259296
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.avrora_token.avrora
http://vk.com/avrora.metaverse
http://medium.com/@avrora.metaverse
http://instagram.com/avrora.metaverse
https://twitter.com/AvroraMetaverse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9EAbvqqCjRBgeGTjBO7E0g
https://discord.gg/mpYqZUuVwy
https://github.com/Avrora2022/Avrora

